Host FM_Selan says:
Abertura Station Stardate 10204.17 "Field Day" Episode Two
         
Cast of Characters

Robert Pate as Captain Thelsh [CO]
Kevin Geist as Lieutenant Apollo Jadahn [CBO]
Mike Stannard as Lieutenant Michael Lambert [CEO] 
Steve Seliquini as Lieutenant Brock [CSO]
Kytra Neketo-Sama as Lieutenant Junior Grade Kiz Kedi [CIV]
Kurt Goring as Ensign Korben Dallas [CSEC] 
Scott Fisher as Ensign Tyler Hamilton [CVO]

Michael Jones as Syarta & Klingon Officer

And Introducing…

Blake Harris as Ensign Blake Harris [CMO]

Host FM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::continues along the road, in front of the other ATWV a couple of car lengths, starting to get pretty sick of driving in traffic. They are so much bigger than all the Haisians...one quick glance at the Captain though, and that idea is done::

Host Syarta says:
::Guiding the CVO to a place to park for the food court::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::glances around at the other people in the vehicle and thinks about those shoes she saw::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::suddenly remembers his "project" and heads for the makeshift sickbay:: self: I must try to stop thinking of her.

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::picking at a loose thread in his uniform::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The two ATWVs make their way through traffic for a food court nearby. It is early afternoon, and time for lunch.

Host Syarta says:
::Points:: CVO: Park there. There are two open spots.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::keeps an eye on the display panel, but also allowing his eyes to wander around a bit::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::nods to Syarta and crosses across another lane of traffic and straight into the awaiting spot, taking half of each::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
:: I am at sickbay cleaning something and and trying to make it look clean::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::enters the lift and heads for sickbay::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::resting his wrist on the steering wheel before turning off and sliding neatly into the second parking space:: CEO/CBO: All ashore, whose going ashore. ::smiles tightly with a bit of frustration and opens the doors::

Host Syarta says:
::Somewhat thankful for the halt of procession::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
Syarta: Heh, whoops. ::puts it in reverse and backs a little, straightening out and fixing the parking job:: There we go, safe and sound. ::turns and grins to Kiz and Thelsh::

Host Syarta says:
ALL/*ATWV-2* : We will have lunch here. Please follow me ... and try to be courteous to those here as well.

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::snaps out of her thought and grins at Tyler::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::exits the lift and enters sickbay looking around::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: what can i do for you.

Host Syarta says:
::Unbuckles himself, and slips out of the ATWV-1 ... surprised his legs are not shaking::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::clambers out of the ATWV and stretches his legs::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::glances back at Lieutenants Lambert and Jadahn:: CEO/CBO: I think that courtesy comment was directed at you, sirs. ::bends down to secure the strap on his boots again and slips out of the truck::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::powers down the ATWV, taking the keys and putting them in the pocket of a leather coat that had been sitting on the chair when they first climbed aboard::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::turns around and sees the Dr. appear:: CMO: Oh, Dr. You surprised me.

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The food court is a large area surrounded by various buildings which sell various Haisian foods. Peculiar colored trees line the area which is surrounded by dozens of tables. Hundreds of Haisians are eating in the early afternoon sun. Some turn to look at the Starfleet personnel arriving.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::he then puts it on and hops out, coming around to the other side, surveying his poor parking job as he walks::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::opens the door and clibs out of the ATWV, making sure her hair is not too mussed and smoothing down her dress::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::cocks his head to the side, thinking, "What was that supposed to mean?"::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::sorry about that i was cleaning some things up know what can i do for you::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::exits the vehicle, looking around the food court::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
CMO: I am Lt. Brock. I am the CSO on Abertura. Welcome to the station. ::offers a handshake::

Host Syarta says:
::Smiles:: ALL: There are various foods to choose from ... take a look around and enjoy. I have called ahead to ensure that you all receive your meals for free as we have not provided you with the proper currency. I will see to acquiring us some tables.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::extends hand and shakes:: CSO: Thank you.

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::scratches a little bit of stubble on his chin and walks down toward the main eating area::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::glances up at the sun, instantly regretting it, and pulls out his sunglasses from the breast pocket of his leather jacket, placing them on his face and joining up with Syarta::

Host Syarta says:
ALL: If any of you have questions, please let me know.

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::looks around at the various booths, wondering what to try::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::grins:: CMO: And you are...??

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: Sorry, I am Ens. Harris.

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::feels dozens of pairs on eyes on him and frowns:: CBO: Do they have to keep doing that? ::has been on numerous alien worlds and seen a lot of things in cages, but doesn't like the feeling in reverse::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::goes to a nearby stand, looking at the various snacks and food stuffs available::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::looks around - none of the smells really smell good to him, but he'll try anything pretty much. Slowly, he meanders over to the nearest booth and surveys the local cuisine::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::shrugs:: CSEC: Now we know how Brock must feel sometimes.  ::smiles and pats Korben on the back::  So, any ideas?  Uh, food-wise, I mean.

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::pats the CMO on the back:: CMO: Mr. Harris, nice to meet you. Are you familiar with the biology of the Vorta and the Jem'Hadar?

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::twitches her tail, blushing softly as she notices some of the Haisian men looking at her::

Host Syarta says:
::Goes to see about getting them tables::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The Haisians around the group do not stare long ... and go back to their food & conversations, having seen aliens before and being polite.

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::looks down the various stands:: CBO: I'll eat most anything that won't eat me back. But vegetables are usually the safest bet. ::looks for salads::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::looks down at something closely, and jumps back when it scurries away. Hurriedly he moves on to the next table::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: i dont under stand what you mean i am new here.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::hears Dallas::
CSEC Dallas: Salads? We're carnivores Ensign, never forget that. ::reaches for a meaty-looking entree::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::overhears Lambert and smirks, nodding. They didn't work their way to the top of the food chain to be vegetarians, after all::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::chuckles at Mike's comment::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::giggles at the boys and tries to locate something that's not too "alive" for her tastes::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
CMO: Never mind. Say, there is a Medical Science lab that I am setting up on level 8. I can show you around the station if you'd like. Or, I could help you fix up the sickbay. ::grimaces as he looks around the room::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::follows the rest through the food court::

Host Syarta says:
::Manages to get two tables put together for the crew::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::smiles a little tiredly and begins to make himself up a plate:: CEO/CBO: I once had to do rotation on a planet the Jemmies had taken. They used an animal as perimeter guards, part tarantula, part pissed-off Chicken. After something like that chases you for half a kilometer, you don't feel so much like a carnivore. ::takes a bite of a bluish fruit::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: thank you but i must decline i still need to fix this place up but perhaps some other time.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
CSEC Dallas: Bokk... ::places another piece of meat on his plate, wondering if it tastes like chicken::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::frowns, not having found anything that really looks good, so he grabs some weird looking meat, looks like something that would have come from a slug::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::puts random kinds of food on his plate, a little of each so he can figure out what he likes now so next time won't be too painful::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: To the surprise of the CMO & CSO, a JT hatch opens nearby, and an inspector from the Corps of Engineers pokes her head out, "Oh sorry. Wrong room." She then recedes back inward, and the hatch closes.

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::finally locates something that at least is bite-sized and gets a few of the meat ones and a few of the veggie ones, then looks around for the rest of the group::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::accepts a roll from one of the attendant s and thanks them with a nod, then glances at Lambert before making his way to the end of a table to sit alone and eat::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::grins again:: CMO: Okay Doc. If you need any..... ::looks around at the JT hatch then bursts out laughing:: Someone is lost.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::what turns and looks at the JT hatch::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta: So what are your primary foods?  Mostly vegetables or meats, or other?

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::he looks around for Syarta, finally finding him and begins to move over without looking down. Several steps later he does, only to see that his plate is once again empty:: Self: Umm.. what the -- ::frowns and turns back around::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::hooks his boot heels in a metal cross brace and rests his elbow on the edge of the table, taking a long swallow of what he hopes is water::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
CMO: See ya' round Doc. Call if you need anything. ::nods to the CMO and leaves::

Host Syarta says:
CO: Vegetables are primary, but we do acquire some interesting meat sources.

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::looks around for Syarta, beginning to get a little nervous::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::grabs a final piece of food - a biscuit-resembling piece of bread - and takes a nearby seat::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::keeps on working trying to fix and clean the room up::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::heads back to the buffet and looks around for a little kid or somebody who'll tell him what'd good here::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::raises an eyebrow, in fine Vulcan fashion:: Syarta: Interesting...meat sources?  Such as?

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::stabs at the greens, and yellows, and fuscias, and then takes a bite::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::heads to C&C lift::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::doesn't hear the conversation between the Captain and Syarta... perhaps that is a good thing?::

Host Syarta says:
CO: We have plentiful amounts of animal life on the planet. Some are selected for food sources, and as such are used in that purpose. As our species is primarily vegetarian, we don't eat the animals much.

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::swears that something on his plate just squirmed....he pokes at it, it is non-responsive....so he finds a seat::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::looks around one last time for the table they were "supposed" to sit at, then just grabs a seat at a nearby table, setting her plate down and rummaging through her purse::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::stops in front of the lift and taps his commbadge:: *C&C*: This is Lt. Brock. Is the lift to the C&C working properly? ::doesn't want to get stuck in there again::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::walks out of sickbay wheezing with dust and wiping the dirt of me::

Host Syarta says:
<Klingon Officer One> *CSO* Yes, Lieutenant.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::as he looks around Tyler stumbles upon a table that looks like it is exclusively desserts:: Self: Well whatdya know... ::looks around, then grabs 3 plates of what appears to be pie, ice cream, and something like apple crumble or something along those lines. Then he makes his way back to where the crew is, keeping an eye on his food this time::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::looks up from his plate to spot Kiz sitting there:: CIV: Miss Kedi... ::nods his greeting and returns to eating::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::takes a deep breath and enters the lift and presses the button for the C&C::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: There is a momentary clank in the TL which causes the CSO to jump ... but then it gently lifts him upward.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::takes bites from the various food items she had put on her plate... a bit of this and a bit of that::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::pulls out a bottle of water and her chopsticks from her purse and looks around:: CSEC: Oh, Hi Korben.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::arrives back without a problem and plops down next to Korben:: CSEC: Hey there. ::climbs over his chair and sits, plopping his three different plates down on the table in front of him::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::tries out an orangish fruit:: Self: Hmm...oddly enough...it tastes like... ::moves the food around in his mouth::  ...lobster?  ::shakes his head::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
self:  <Gallamite explicatives> Klingons.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::enters sickbay and goes back to work leaning sickbay::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::wonders why everyone chose to sit by the angry black guy:: CVO: Sure you got enough? ::eyes the plates::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::swallows the biscuit in one gulp, then works on the rest of his meal, stopping only to take a sip of some orange-colored drink::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CSEC: You can never have too much dessert. ::shovels a fork-full of pie into his mouth::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::opens her bottle of water:: CVO: Tyler, are you eyes bigger then your stomach or what?

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::laughs softly to himself:: Self: I'm more worried if it's the other way around. ::takes another sip of water::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::glances over at the others, sitting separately from he, then looks back at his plate...that thing he swore was squirming is now gone...and he knows he never ate it::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::exits the lift entering the C&C going to the main science station::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
CIV: You think so? ::grins and looks from his 3 plates up to her and back:: You want to bet?

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta: When you first arrived at Abertura, you seemed surprised at out concept of 'lunch' or midday meal.  Just when do you have your primary meals?

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::shakes her head:: CVO: Nope. ::checks to make sure she is holding her chopsticks correctly and begins to eat::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::takes a bite of roll and chews thoroughly::

Host Syarta says:
CO: This is technically a snacking period.

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::checks the program he started that monitored Yokati'Clon's actions::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::know i will star on moving the heavy stuff around::

Host Syarta says:
CO: But, as I have said, I have been reading up on your various species' ... acts.

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::looks around to see if the Jem'Hadar is present in the C&C::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::chews on what appeared to be a "veggie" something, but it tastes like bacon::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
:;glances over at Hamilton's plate:: CVO: That looks a little like cat food. Do you think Murka would like it?

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
*CSO*: this is Ens Harris could you please come down to sickbay and give me and hand with the bigger thing having a hard time moving them.

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
*CMO*: Sure thing Doc. Be right there.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::wonders if it would be rude to go for seconds, decides against it, deciding instead to sip on his remaining drink::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The group of Starfleet personnel begin to hear shouts and screams of excitement. Small groups of people begin to get up from their tables and rush toward the street.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
*CSO*: thank you Harris out

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::continues to run his science station monitoring program and heads for the lift::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::drops his fork and stands up:: Self: What the heck?

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
:stops and gestures to Korben with her chopsticks:: CSEC: No...that's not what cat food looks like. I've had better.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta: Thank you for the lunch break then... It was kind of you to.... What is going on?

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::unintentionally speaks out loud:: Self: Oh nice, a riot?  ::gets up, interested::

Host Syarta says:
::Looks around:: CO: I am not sure ...

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::stands at the sudden commotion, hoping Dallas has a hidden phaser on his body::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::goes back into sickbay and keep working trying not to move the bigger stuff::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::looks at her apologetically, before standing on the chair, looking over the streams of yellow Haisians::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta: I guess this is not normal behavior?

Host Syarta says:
CO: Not usually ...

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::perks her ears and looks around:: Self: what the?

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::hates the lift from hell, but enters it anyway::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::steps off the chair CVO/CIV: Stay here. ::makes his way through the crowd to the captain::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: More and more people are moving forward, shouting and screaming in excitement ... but not fear, surprisingly. Apparently, they're gathering around someone or something that is exiting the road.

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
CO: Captain? ::arrives at her side::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::know starts to turn the medical stuff on and scans for any thing wrong::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CSEC: Hold on Korben... They all seemed excited about something... Lets not get to concerned yet...

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::follows Dallas, knowing he'll find out what's going on from the Captain::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::lips tighten:: CO: I'm *always* concerned, Captain. Syarta: Sir, do you know what is happening?

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::exits the lift and walks into the sickbay looking around for the CMO:: CMO: Doc?

Host Syarta says:
::Squints his eyes:: CSEC: I cannot see ...

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::wonders why it's their duty to be the regulators of a completely independent civilization...they can handle themselves::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::glances around, then eats the rest of her food quickly and gets her thinks put back in her purse, then trots after Korben, her cheeks bulging::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::crash bang ouch over here::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::wonders what could excite the crowd more than having a group of various extraterrestrial aliens eating lunch in an outdoor cafe::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: Those closer to the street see four men of varying height and size who are dressed in elaborate suits. They smile, and try to move through the crowd ... a group of body guards trying to clear a path. More and more people join the crowd ... most of them younger Haisian females.

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::looks toward the crashing sound:: CMO: Doc? You okay?

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: well there goes one of the sensors

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: yes i am fine thank you i think i am going to need a new one

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
CMO: Don't worry Doc. A lot of this stuff wasn't working anyway. Where shall we start?

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::chews and swallows quickly, chasing it down with a long drink of water, before her ears pick up the sound of screaming female fans::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::rolls his eyes, watching the flow part around the four males:: CO: It's celebrities, Captain. ::waste of my ***** time::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: Suddenly, more and more begin to surge forward ... the elder Haisian folk trying to move out of the way. The CIV is caught up in the mess, and is slowly pushed forward ...

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: well try to get it fix and try again

Host Syarta says:
CO: Ah yes ... ::Giving an annoyed look to two girls who just shoved past him:: ... local singers. They are quite good, I have heard them. Apparently the younger females have more of an ... attraction to them, although I do not know why.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta: Celebrities?  Of what kind?  Ahhh, singers.

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::looks around:: Eek! ::tries to work her way back to the rest of the group::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::grabs a tool and starts working on the sensors::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The CIV has little to no luck, and is pushed further and further forward ... while the body guards desperately try to fight their way through, suddenly realizing lunch here was a bad idea.

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: Next the CVO & CBO are caught up in the mess, and pushed in a different direction.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::what the pulls back in surprise. “Wow, that stinks”::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Doesn't like the growing, pushing crowd:: Syarta: Is there someplace we can move too?

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::gets out the way before he's swallowed up by the crowd::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::looks around as he is pushed forward:: Self: Oh what is this...

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: what is that smell coming out of the sensors?

Host Syarta says:
::Looks around in alarm:: CO: I believe so ... maybe we should try and get around to the cars ...

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::rolls up on his tiptoes over the Haisians and tries to spot anyone in a uniform, their own officers or the local peacekeepers::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::looks around and finds that she can't see over the Haisians, and is losing sight of her various crew::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::finally works her way to the outer edge of the crowd, now hopelessly lost. Her brown eyes notice a clothes store and she begins to head towards it:: Self: The rest of the group can wait 5 minutes, right?

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: Three girls rush from the street, grabbing the CEO in the process, and not wanting to miss anything decide to drag him along into the crowd.

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::thinks, "Nothing I hate more than people pushing..." he restrains himself from tweaking out, and grabs hold of the CVO's arm before they get separated::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The CEO & co. end up hitting the CIV, and she goes back into the crowd.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta: Good Idea.... If we can find everyone.

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::pouts and sniffles to herself:: Self: I really wanted that dress too.

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
CMO: Not sure Doc. I haven't spent much time here in sickbay since I arrived. But, let's take a look. ::bends down and moves some of the broken equipment to see what is beneath it.::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::is yanked back, pulled from where he was actually having fun, pushing the little Haisians around and all:: CBO: Ah why'd you have to ruin it?

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: Things are beginning to get chaotic ... the body guards are trying to get the four singers back to their vehicles. Girls are screaming and crying and generally going nuts while their parents, friends and elders look on in surprise.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::starts to mutter the word "oops", but catches himself::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::sighs and taps his badge, remaining next to the captain:: *CEO/CBO*: Dallas to Lieutenants Lambert and Jadahn, come in.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::gets down and helps out::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Shouts out:: Any: Abertura!!! Crew to the trucks!

Host Syarta says:
CO: Things are getting out of control ... ::Looks around for any peacekeeping forces::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::notices the CVO out of the corner of her eye and grabs his hand::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
CVO: I didn't ruin anything, I can't get out of here any better than you can.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta: Nice to know that adolescents are the same everywhere.

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: More and more people are running out of the stores behind the food court ... pushing into the CO, CSEC and Syarta.

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::notices the remains of a squished.... slither maybe?::

Host Syarta says:
CO: I've never seen anything like this before ... has it happened on your worlds?

Host Syarta says:
OOF!

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::taps his comm badge before replying::
*CSEC Dallas*: Lambert here... ::partially hears the Captain's scream::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::wow that really wreaks::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::turns to see Kiz and grins:: CIV: You not a big fan of rushing mobs either?

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
*CSEC*: On our way... :watches Hamilton get snatched off by his not-so-secret admirer:: ...well, I'll be on my way...can't vouch for Tyler.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
Syarta:: yes...::Stumbles at getting pushed::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::struggles to remain on her feet::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::keeping one hand on the captain's arm:: *CEO*: Lambert, the captain wants everyone else in the trucks. Who else can you see, Lieutenant?

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The short CO falls into the CSEC, both falling to the ground on each other ... Syarta trips over them and is caught in the crowd. Some girls realizing that he is an important figure because of his clothing help him up ... but bring him forward as well.

Host Syarta says:
::Is carried along:: Uh ... uhm ... eh ... HELP!

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::the crowd pushes in between he and the CVO/CIV, and he just makes his way back himself::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::grins at the CVO:: CVO: Only when they are rushing after me.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Falls to the ground:: <Andorian Explicative>!

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: Syarta is carried right past the group of Abertura personnel who are struggling to get out of the crowd.

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::pushes to his feet but doesn't luck stopping himself:: CO: Captain! ::draws up the petite woman:: Stay close to me. ::starts bodily shoving his way through now::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::looks around::
*CSEC Dallas*: I seem to have been separated from everyone else.. I think I remember where the vehicles are, I'll make my way towards them.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::gets up and grabs a bag put it in here and lets get rid of this smell::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::reaches down and picks up the dead specimen and puts it in a jar he finds nearby:: CMO: I will check this out later. Let's get the big stuff moved.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Pushes at the crowd, Uses Korben’s help to get up::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::laughs, and as another little Haisian bumps into him he puts out his arm to knock him or her down, without even looking:: CIV: Puny Haisians...

Host Syarta says:
::Soon finds himself "crowd-surfing" although he has no idea what that is ... nor has he experienced anything like it. Frankly he's terrified::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: right over here this big thing needs to be moved.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CSEC: Where is Syarta?

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: A big female Haisian shoves the CVO into the furry CIV. The CIV maintains her balance ... the now "puny" CVO falls to the ground.

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
*CEO*: Good, when you get to them, activate the alarms. It'll probably keep people away from them and let us know where to go. And open the first aid kit, the captain might be injured.

Host Syarta says:
Heeeeeeeeeeeeeellllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllppppppppppppppppppppp!

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::having difficulty getting through the crowd:: Self: Can't go around it, can't go through it...gotta go over it.  ::he starts rallying the crowd around him, and then he jumps in the air, caught by the hands of people around him, happy to see he is "surfing" in the right direction::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::hears that:: CSEC: I am NOT injured!

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::frowns and shakes his head:: CO: Sorry, ma'am, lost him in the crowd! ::shouts over the din::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: did you see that i though i saw something move over neath coner or i just my be playing tricks

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: Something indeed did move underneath that corner.

Host Syarta says:
::Spots the CBO:: CBO: MR. JADAHN!

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::looks up as he is flattened, and screams a few un-nice things at the big fat Haisian that trampled him. They can't be heard over the roar of the crowd though::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::falls down::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::tries to help the CVO up:: CVO: You okay?

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Faintly hears the shout for help... sounds vaguely like Syarta::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::pushes his way through the crowd::
All: Haisian security, make way here! ::pushes his way through, hopefully in the direction of the vehicles::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
CMO: Hang on a sec Doc. ::checks his UT to make sure it is working properly::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::picks up the tricorder and scans but can’t find any thing::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::hears it too:: CO: Captain? I think we should head back to the vehicles. It will be easier to track everyone from there. Syarta's with his people, he'll be okay.

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: As the bodyguards manage to get their protectees to their vehicle, peacekeeping forces arrive.

Host Syarta says:
::Is by no means "okay"::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::gets up, and notices the distance he traveled...then notices Syarta and heads for him to help::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::takes Kiz's hand and gets back to his feet:: CIV: Yeah...what goes around comes around I guess. ::accidentally knocks over another Haisian as she rushes past him::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CSEC: Shouting 'help' usually does not mean you are ok...

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Keeps pushing at the crowd::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::has to restrain himself from breaking out and knocking down all the little people around him::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The Abertura crew are brought along as the crowd rushes into the street after the quickly departing vehicle ... in the process halting traffic. Peacekeeping forces attempt to gently get the girls to break this all up.

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::looks at her apologetically:: CO: Sorry, ma'am, but my primary responsibility is to you. ::guides her a little more forcefully through the mad crowd toward the foglights on the number-2 truck he can see over the crowd::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::wonders if he's getting close to the vehicles yet... then wonders if the entire population of the city is right here in this courtyard::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::looks around nervously:: CVO: How are we going to get back?

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::comes upon Syarta and grabs onto him so they aren't separated in the rush::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The CEO is brought into vehicle two with a minor thud ... but nothing is hurt in the process.

Host Syarta says:
::Falls as he is grabbed by the CBO::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: i thinks its a slither lets chick it out and be careful

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::surveys their situation:: CIV: We could probably crowd surf to the ATWV. ::grins at her::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::shakes his head:: CMO: Hey Doc, Slithers are okay. They won't hurt ya'. ::looks beneath the bio-bed::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::helps Syarta up, trying to keep his own balance::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::sighs:: CVO: In this skirt? I think not. You can carry me if you want though. ::grins::

Host Syarta says:
CBO: Thank you ... ::Trying to gets his bearings:: ... I am in your debt.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::grabs hold of the vehicle, lest the tide carry him off again::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: were did it come from

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Squeezes through the crowd toward the trucks::

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The slither has managed to crawl up the CSO's back without him knowing it.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::considers for a moment:: CIV: Ok, climb on. I could probably plow throw all these people anyways.

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: Meanwhile, the peacekeeping forces have managed to calm the crowd down now that the singers are gone. The crew slowly manage to get back to the trucks.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::jumps into the vehicle, activating the audible panic alarm and lights::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::finally reaches the security truck and opens the door:: CO: Get in, please. ::feels the stillness almost palpable now::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::makes a small grin:: Syarta: That mean you won't nail me for that little strategy I tried out back there?

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::grins and climbs onto the CVO's shoulders:: CVO: Okay, I'm good.

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
CMO: They are indigenous to this planet. They are everywhere. Harmless though.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: its on your back

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: lets seal of the any holes

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The panic alarm and lights go off ... which isn't an entirely good thing to do with such hearing-sensitive people as the Haisians. Many in the immediate vicinity are startled and leap back ... the peacekeepers would draw weapons if they had them.

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
::reaches behind to get it and feels it but can't quite get hold of it:: CMO: Doc, you think you can help me here?

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: The slither ... slithers around the CSO's neck.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::makes way right through the middle of the crowd, pushing people out of the way:: CIV: This isn't so hard. ::grins and continues through::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
::walks behind CSO and picks it up::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Gets into the truck, jumps at the alarm::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CSEC: Turn that off

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::steps up on the truck's tire and then up on the hood, looking over now::

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
CMO: See Doc? Kinda cute don't you think?

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::giggles and keeps her arms loose around his neck::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
::shuts off the alarms when he sees most of the crew coming towards the truck::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::looks back down through the windshield:: CO: Captain, it's the blue button, on your right.

Host Syarta says:
CBO: No ... for now. ::Slight smile as things somewhat clear up, although he winces at the panic alarms::

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: Yeah, they are cute.

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::taps his badge:: *CVO*: Hamilton, I'm on the number two truck. Can you see me?

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::looks around from her perch:: CVO: I think they're over there ::points::

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::trying to get reoriented, he spots the vehicles:: Syarta: Let's get back to the ATWVs.

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::arrives just outside the truck and lets Kiz climb down:: CIV: There you go, safe and sound. ::grins, then turns to look at Dallas sitting in the cabin of number two and waves:: CSEC: Yep. ::yells::

Host Syarta says:
CBO: I like that idea ... so much for ... "lunch," correct?

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::looks at Korben on the hood of the ATWV, and sees Michael next to the truck:: Both: Do the see the rest?

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
<edit to standing on the hood of number two>

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::sees more of the crew arrive:: Any: Anyone hurt?

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::grins to the CVO:: Thank you ::squeezes his hand then climbs back into her seat::

CVO_Ens_Hamilton says:
::opens the passenger side door and climbs in, sliding across to the drivers seat::

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
Thelsh: I thought I saw Jadahn over there ::points::, but he disappeared from sight..

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
Syarta: Don't worry about it.  At least the food was good.  Sometime I'd like to also maybe experience some of the theatre and literature found here? ::walking back to the ATWVs with Syarta::

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::braces his palm on the hood and hops off it, slipping into the driver's seat:: CO: I saw Hamilton, and it looked like Miss Kedi was with him.

Host Syarta says:
CBO: Might be an idea.

Host Syarta says:
ACTION: Things begin to break up thanks to the peacekeepers and the panic alarms.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: thank you for your help will finish this next time

CSO_Lt_Brock says:
CMO: Sort of. Anyway, let's get this bio-bed moved.

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
::resists overwhelming impulse to blow the horn:: CO: I don't think we should ever come to town again. Ever.

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
::Sits back as everyone seems to be ok, lets out a big sigh:: Any: Well that was interesting...

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::reaches the vehicles:: Syarta: Thank you for the tour, sir.  I enjoyed it.

Host Syarta says:
::Arrives at the trucks::

CIV_Miss_Kedi says:
::glances up to Tyler in the front seat and grins, then makes sure her seat belt is fastened and makes herself comfortable in her seat::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CSEC: Now Korben... obviously you never went to any concerts while you were young.

CMO_Ens_Harris says:
CSO: ok grab that end and i get this end on 3 and will move it

CSEC_Ens_Dallas says:
CO: Took my sister to one, once. This was almost as bad.

CEO_Lt_Lambert says:
Thelsh: No Captain, I'm fine. But I think Ensign Dallas said something about you needing a medical kit...

CBO_Lt_Jadahn says:
::clambers into his respective vehicle and straps in::

Host CO_Capt_Thelsh says:
CEO: I do NOT need the med kit.... What about Syarta?

Host Syarta says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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